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onramp by BOB LIVINGSTON

he summer heat seemed to follow us
from our Southern California home as 
we worked our way along the majestic
Sierra Nevada on U.S. Highway 395.
Our destination was Mammoth Moun-
tain RV Park in Mammoth Lakes, a town
that offers splendid RVing opportunities
once the snow melts. As we settled into
our site, we heard the sound of guitars
filtering through the trees. We quickly
discovered that a large group of RVers
had congregated in adjacent sites for a
weekend of jamming.

In the warm evening, all the musi-
cians gathered in a circle to play, while
the numbers of onlookers from other
sites grew rapidly. It didn’t take long to
transform this mountain campground
into a mini music festival site and tran-
scend this camping community into 
musical bliss. How lucky for us to have
picked that weekend to be in Mammoth.

There’s something magical about
sharing beautiful — and especially nat-
ural — settings with a strumming guitar
and voices singing old camping favorites.
Let’s face it, singing around a campfire
is about as American as apple pie. Even
the cowboys played their beat-up gui-
tars, blew into hand harps and sang 
the nights away to the sound of howling
coyotes. The coyotes don’t serenade us
too often these days, and it’s always
comical when our campfire participants
hit the wrong chord or sing out of tune.
But that’s part of the experience, and
nothing a good s’more won’t fix.

As a guitar player, I always enjoy
meeting fellow pickers who might want
to jam in camp. Since I never leave
home without my guitar, I make sure to
carve out space for it when I pack for 
a camping trip. I have even rigged up

ways to stash a gig bag in out-of-the-way
places using straps to attach the bag 
to the ceiling or wall. Motorhome enthu-
siasts who don’t have the luxury of huge
pass-through storage know how difficult
it can be to stash odd-shaped items.
When I discovered the Voyage-Air guitar,
a full-size acoustic guitar that folds at
the neck and stores in a clever bag that’s
easy to stow, the paradigm changed.

Until I found the Voyage-Air, I con-
sidered one of the diminutive guitar mod-
els that are designed for backpackers,
looked at guitars designed for youngsters
and even bought a couple of travel gui-
tars. But none of them provided the big
sound that most players desire, especially
when making music outside. When you
read the article by Preston Gratiot (page
23), you’ll see just how well the Voyage-
Air fits the bill as an RVer’s travel guitar.
He also provides a few tips on how to keep
from damaging your guitar while playing
outside and especially around a fire.

Music plays a big role in planning
our trips throughout the year. My wife,
Lynne, and I are big fans of traditional
jazz and literally follow the festival cir-
cuit when our schedule allows. We’ve 
attended bluegrass festivals, which can
be quite lively, and traveled to cities just
to attend special concerts.

But by far our most memorable
trips are those where fellow RVers pull
out their instruments and jam until quiet
time forces the guitars and voices to be
silenced. Music is certainly a universal
language, and without a doubt brings
smiles to RVers in just about any setting
— and enhances the senses already 
afforded by the great outdoors. u
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PICKIN’ AND 
GRINNIN’

MUSIC IS CERTAINLY A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE,
AND WITHOUT A DOUBT BRINGS SMILES TO
RVERS IN JUST ABOUT ANY SETTING 


